
 

 
CLUSTER MINUTES 

September 2, 2016 

HU 111 

Lake Worth Campus 

 

 

ITEM 1. Class Piano changes (MVK1111A, MVK1111B, MVK2121L, MVK2122L) 

                           

Discussion: In May, the music cluster approved changing textbooks for the Class Piano (1-4) classes. 

Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults, 2nd edition (Lancaster & Renfrow). Each book costs 

about $60 retail. 

 Volume 1 ISBN: 978-0-7390-5301-0  for MVV1111A (Class Piano 1) and 

MVV1111B (Class Piano 2) 

 Volume 2 ISBN: 978-0-7390-4925-9  for MVV2121L (Class Piano 3) and 

MVV2122L (Class Piano 4). 

In addition to being less expensive than our current Piano 1 textbook, this only involved 

two textbooks for the series of four classes (instead of our previous three).  These 

textbooks are also used at several Florida universities, such as USF.   

 

The piano faculty met over the summer and have made some changes to the way Class 

Piano will be taught.  In addition to the assignments in the book, there will be some lecture 

(particularly in Class Piano 1) to introduce concepts to students as a group.  Also, they are 

developing additional tests to supplement the textbook assignments.  They have developed 

a list of the assignments to be used from the textbook for Class Piano 1 (for the fall 

semester) and will do the same for the other levels in each subsequent semester. 

 

Data source:  Cluster minutes from May 23, 2016.  Notes from Professor MacMullen’s meeting with 

piano faculty. 

 

Action: NA 

 

 

ITEM 2. Enrollment update 

                           

Discussion: The gain we have in freshman level Theory in Fall 2015 was not replicated this year.  

Enrollment is about 2/3 of what it was last year.  Sophomore level theory classes are back 

(after a one year hiatus) with a decent number of students (14-15), however, so our overall 

enrollment is similar to or slightly above last year (when there were no sophomore 

classes).  Nevertheless, enrollment for the past 3 years has generally been on the lower 

side. 

 

Data source:  Class enrollment statistics from Panthernet 

 

Action: NA 



 

ITEM 3. Scholarship funding update 

                           

Discussion: Current amounts in our Foundation Scholarship accounts are as follows: 

 Annual Scholarships: 

 MGC (Music Dept) - $2492 

 Paul Chafin - $4280 

 Symphonic Band of the Palm Beaches - $5330 

 Endowed Scholarships: 

 Nick Nicholson - $3996 

 Paul Chafin - $1668 

 Symphonic Band of PB - $1946 

We have heard from Ann Faber that the Mark Alexander will likely NOT renew the co-

sponsorship agreement with SBPB.  This will mean the loss of their yearly contribution to 

annual scholarships and also the loss of yearly increases to the amount in their endowed 

scholarship account.  This is a major concern for funding future student scholarships.  All 

endowed scholarships (and annual Paul Chafin scholarship) are specifically marked for 

instrumentalists only.  That means that when the funds in the annual MGC and SBPB 

scholarship are used up (as there will be no future contributions) there will be no 

scholarship money available at all for vocal music students. 

 

Data source:  Report from Cherie Hanna on status of scholarship accounts.  Emails and phone 

conversations with Ann Faber. 

 

Action: The following ideas were proposed, but no specific action was selected or followed up on. 

 Meet with the Foundation or Dick Becker to see if there are other sources of money 

for student scholarships. 

 Meet with Symphonic Band to see if they would amend the criteria of their 

endowed scholarship to allow money to be awarded to vocalists. 

 Meet with President Parker to discuss this decision and its impact.  It is our 

understanding that she gave a directive that the theatres earn more money.  It was 

that directive that has led to Mark Alexander’s decision to discontinue co-

sponsorships (as those earn less revenue that a regular rental).  However, President 

Parker has also made it a priority to improve student success, retention, and 

completion, and making scholarship money available to students is a part of that 

directive.  Does President Parker really want/intend to increase the theatres’ 

revenue at the expense of student scholarship money?   

 

ITEM 4. Revenue from music concerts 

                           

Discussion: Revenues earned from music concerts dropped significantly last year.  This is our only 

source for non-Foundation scholarships (music teachers, Troubadours) as well as some 

other music department expenses.  Attendance levels are not bad, but the majority of the 

audience members are often “comps” with many fewer people purchasing tickets. 

 

Data source:  Yearly Box Office reports from the Duncan Theatre and the Eissey Campus Theatre 

 

Action: The decision was made by the cluster to reduce the number of performer comps for each 

concert from 4 to 3 comps per performance (per concert) in the hope that will result in 

more audience members buying a ticket.   

 



ITEM 5. QEP Presentation 

                           

Discussion: David Wells gave a presentation on the college QEP project including the Critical 

Thinking Quick Guide.  Participation in Critical Thinking activities has been lowest in the 

areas of the Natural Sciences and Humanities.  The music faculty noted that, while our 

classes involved critical thinking aspects constantly, the types of activities and applications 

are often unique to music, especially with performance related classes.  David Wells 

discussed the Professional Learning Groups as a possible activity. 

 

Data source:  Presentation by David Wells.  Critical Thinking Quick Guide. 

 

Action: The music faculty said they would be open to participating in a PLG that consisted of 

faculty from other Humanities areas or possibly participating with Math (as music theory 

and math have some similar learning issues and critical thinking aspects). 

 

OTHER. 
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